The Treasure in the Watermelon
truth
▶noun
 Not a lie; a fact, e.g. He tried to find out the truth;
Are you telling the truth or a lie?
ruin
▶ verb [ruin, ruining, ruined]
 To destroy something, e.g. You ruined my
homework by spilling tea on it; Do not tell anyone
that you ate meat or it will ruin your reputation.
▶ noun (used as plural)
 A destroyed or decayed building, town, e.g. If
you go to Agra, you can see the ruins of the Red
Fort; The building is in ruins.
July
▶ noun
 The seventh month of the calendar year, e.g. Sita is
going to England in July to meet her aunty.
guru
▶ noun
1. An intellectual or spiritual guide or leader, e.g There
are many great gurus living in Vrindavan.
2. A leader in a particular field, e.g. He was a Sanskrit
guru.
muni
▶ noun
 A sage; a wise person, e.g. Narada Muni travels all over the universe.
tulip
▶ noun
 A type of flower that
never fully opens, e.g. He
brought her Tulips for her
birthday.
tuba
▶ noun
 A brass instrument that is
played by blowing into
the pipe, e.g. He plays Tuba
in the band at school.

stupid
▶ adjective
 Lacking intelligence,; foolish, e.g. That's a stupid question!
student
▶ noun
 A pupil; A person who attends a school or
college, e.g. She's a student at the college I go
to.
duty
▶ noun
 Responsibility; Something that one is
expected or required to do by moral or legal
obligation, e.g. It is the policeman's duty to
arrest the thief; It is our duty to help others; My duty is to shut the windows after class.
human
▶ adjective
 A person, e.g. Only humans have the chance to pray and think
about God.
unit
▶ noun
1. A chapter or division, e.g. We will study unit 1 today.
2. An apartment; a flat, e.g. Do you live in a unit or a house?
union
▶noun
 Together, e.g. India has 28 States and 7 Union
Territories; JammuKashmir is a Union Territory of
India; The word Yoga means union between our
souls and God.
unicorn
▶ noun
 A fictional creature like a horse but with a
horn, e.g. The unicorn flew to the moon.
music
▶ adjective


The sound made by playing musical instruments, e.g. The music in the temple room was
joyous; Kirtan is spiritual music; Do you like rock music?

humour (also spelled 'humor')
▶ noun
 A comic, absurd, or incongruous quality causing
amusement, e.g. If someone laughs a lot and tells jokes, we
say he has a good sense of humour; Humour is an
important part of life; A little bit of humour can lighten a
sad situation.

pupil
▶ noun
1) A student, e.g. How many pupils are there in your class?
2) The black area in the middle of the eye, e.g. At night the pupils of our eyes get bigger to let
in more light.
humid
▶ adjective
 Hot and wet weather, e.g. It's a humid day; In Calcutta, the weather is very humid.
usual
▶ adjective
 Normal or habitual, e.g. It is usual for her to be late.
put
▶ verb [put, putting, have put]
 To place something down, e.g. Please put the book on the desk.
bull
▶ noun


A bullock; husband of cow, e.g. The bulls roamed
in the field.

full
▶ adjective
 Not empty; containing the maximum amount, e.g. Sally
couldn't get into the car because it was full; My glass is full.

pull
▶ verb [pull, pulling,
pulled]
 To draw or
haul
towards a
particular
direction,
e.g. Bulls pull the Sandipani Muni
School Bullock cart; She pulled her
sister's hair.
awful
▶ adjective
 Horrible, terrible; extremely bad, unpleasant, e.g. There is awful smell in here; That tastes
awful.
playful
▶ adjective
 Full of play or fun; the opposite of serious, e.g. All the gopas were in playful moods and
were making animal noises; Children are playful, they do not like to be serious.
bush
▶ noun
 A plant that is smaller than a tree, e.g. In this
picture there are 3 bushes and 4 trees; There are lots
of bushes in her garden.

push
▶ verb [push, pushing, pushed]
 To press something in order to
move it away, e.g. Can you push
the box into the bedroom?”

pudding
▶ noun
 A sweet dish, e.g. The puddings on the table looked
delicious; I like chocolate pudding.
busy
▶ adjective
 having a great deal to do; to have a lack of time,
e.g. I'm sorry I can't come to the temple today, I'm
busy with my homework; My mum is always busy.
▶ verb [busied]
 keep occupied, e.g. She busied herself with
houswork.

minute
▶ noun
1. The sixtieth part (1/60) of an hour; sixty seconds,
e.g. There are sixty minutes in an hour.
2. A short space of time, e.g. I'll be back in a minute.
3. Now, e.g. Come here this minute!
build
▶ verb [build, building, built]
 To make (for buildings), e.g. He is building a house;
Do you know how to build a house.
guess
▶ verb [guess, guessing, guessed]
 To make an assumption, e.g. Try to guess how old I
am.
▶ noun
 an estimate, e.g. Her guess was that I am seven years
old.
guest
▶ noun
 A visitor, e.g. I have a guest staying at my house this
weekend.
buy
▶ verb [buy, buying, bought]
 To purchase, e.g. Raju went to the market to buy some
vegetables.

by
▶preposition
1. Before the end of a certain time, e.g. Finish this homework by tomorrow.
2. Indicates the doer of some action or the maker of something, e.g. The mess was made by the
baby; This book is by Urmilla Mataji.

my
▶ possessive pronoun
 Belonging to me, e.g. It's my money! This is my
school.
Sky
▶ noun
 The part of the atmosphere we see during the
day, e.g. The sky is blue.
try
▶ verb [try, trying, tried]
 To attempt to do something, to work on
something, e.g. My parents told me to try my
hardest on my exams; Please try to say it in English.
why
▶ adverb
 To ask the cause or reason for something, e.g. Why is
your desk such a mess? I am wondering why she asked
me to come to her house, perhaps there is some special
reason.
fry
▶ verb [fry, frying, fried]
 To cook with oil, e.g. Fry the potatoes and then we can
have finger fries; He fried the pakoras in mustard oil.

cry
▶ verb [cry, crying, cried]
 To weep or shed tears, e.g. Don't cry it will be OK.

spy
▶ noun
 A person who secretly tries to get information from others, e.g. He was a spy for the
Indian Army.
▶ verb [spy, spying, spied]
 To secretly collect information, e.g. He spied on the other army to find out their plans.
reply
▶ verb [reply, replying, replied]
 To give an answer, e.g. Please reply to this letter within 10 days! Please reply to my question.
fly
▶ verb [fly, flying, flew, has flown]
 To move through the air,
e.g. We will fly from Delhi to Kolkata;
Birds and butterflies fly in the sky.
▶ noun
 An insect, e.g. Keep the flies off the sweets!
Yuck! There
is a fly in
my soup.

shy
▶ adjective
 Easily frightened, bashful, or timid, e.g.
She is a very shy bride, she won't even look
up!

rhyme
▶ verb [rhyme, rhyming, rhymed]
 To form a rhyme, e.g. The words cat and hat rhyme.
▶ noun
1) A poem or verse having words that sound alike,
especially at the end of lines, e.g. The children recited the
rhyme in class.
2) Terminal sounds of words or lines of a verse that
sound alike, e.g. Children know many rhymes to play
clapping games with.

cycle
▶ noun


A pedal powered vehicle, such as a bicycle,
e.g. I like my cycle very much!
▶ verb [cycle, cycling, cycled]
 To ride a bicycle, e.g. I cycle to school every morning
xylophone
▶ noun
 A musical instrument, e.g. He likes to
play the xylophone.
rhythm
▶ noun
 The pattern of a poem or song, e.g.
Listen to the rhythm of the music

gym
▶ noun


An indoor space where people do exercise, e.g. I work out in the gym everyday.

crystal
▶ noun
 A gem stone, e.g. She was wearing a crystal on her necklace.

pyramid
▶ noun

An ancient building in a triangle shape, e.g.
The ancient Egyptians built pyramids.
Cynthia / Lynne
▶ Proper nouns
 Girl's names, e.g. I like to play with Cynthia and
Lynne.
cygnet
▶ noun
 A baby swan, e.g. What a cute cygnet!

Egypt
▶ Noun
 A country in North Africa famous for the
pyramids, the Sphinx, mummies, and the Suez
Canal, e.g. I would like to visit Egypt someday,

bicycle
▶ noun
 A cycle; a two wheeled vehicle powered by
a person, e.g. I like to ride a bicycle.

icy


▶ Adjective
Having ice on it, e.g. The road is very icy,
be careful you don't slip!

tidy
▶ adjective
 Neat, clean or orderly, e.g. His room is always very tidy.
▶ verb [tidy, tidying, tidied]
 Clean; make something tidy, e.g. Tidy your room right now!

study
▶ verb[study, studying, studied]
 To systematically learn something, to prepare
for an exam, e.g. If you study hard, you will get a good
grade.

energy (plural 'energies')
▶ noun
1. The force behind all actions or work, e.g. Krishna has many different energies.
2. The capacity to do things such as work or play, e.g. I have a lot of energy today; Healthy food
gives us energy.
3. Power source, e.g. Coal is a source of mineral energy.
crunchy
▶adjective
 Food that makes a noise when you eat it, e.g. Peanuts are
crunchy.

lucky
▶ adjective
 Being fortunate or having luck or fortune, e.g. She is so
lucky, she found some money!

lily
▶ noun
 A type of flower, e.g. The
lily is her favourite flower.
family
▶ noun
 A group of people who are
related to each other, e.g. I love my
family.
lolly
▶ noun
 A kind of candy, e.g. I love
lolly pops!

only
▶ adjective
 Alone, e.g. I only have one examination
left; My sister has many friends but I only
have one friend.
holy
▶ adjective
 A special place or activity relating to
God or a particular religion, e.g.
Vrindavan is a very holy place, because
Krishna lived there.

steamy
▶ adjective
 Warm and humid, full of steam.
e.g. If you take a hot shower on a cold day, the bathroom
becomes steamy.

enemy
▶ noun
 Someone who hates and wants to harm you, e.g, Kamsa was the enemy of Krishna; Are you my
friend or my enemy?
any
▶ Determiner
1. At least one; of at least one kind. e.g. Do you have
any biscuits? Do you have any work for me?
2. To even the slightest extent, at all. e.g. I will not
stay here any longer.
many
▶ noun
 A large number; a lot, e.g. There are many
monkeys in Vrindavan.
penny
▶ noun
 The smallest American coin, like one paisa,
e.g. Save your pennies!

funny
▶ adjective
1. Humorous, comical, amusing, e.g. Clowns are
funny ! My teacher is funny.
2. Strange, e.g. It is funny weather today,
sometimes hot sometimes cold. She has funny
hair.

pony
▶ noun
 A type of small horse, e.g. I want to ride a pony!
happy
▶ adjective
 Feeling good, contented, well, e.g. Playing with
my friends makes me happy!
copy (plural 'copies')
▶ noun
 The result of making a copy, e.g. Bring me the
copies of those reports!
▶ verb [copy, copying, copied]
 To imitate or duplicate something or someone, e.g. Don't copy my work, do your own!

floppy
▶adjective
 Not hard, firm, or rigid,
flexible e.g. Goats have
floppy ears; She wore a
floppy hat.

celery
▶ noun
 A type of vegetable, e.g. Chop up the celery and put
it in the salad.

mystery
▶ noun
 Something secret, or unexplainable, something
unknown e.g. It is still a mystery whether the Loch Ness
Monster and Bigfoot really exist.
very
▶ adverb
 To a great extent, extremely, e.g. I'm very sorry I hurt your feelings;
▶ adjective
 Extremely, e.g. It is very hot today.
hairy
▶ adjective
 Having a lot of hair, e.g, He is a very hairy man!
He has a hairy chest.
carry
▶ verb [carry, carrying, carried]
 To lift and move something from one place to another
e.g. Those women can carry very heavy loads; Can you carry
my bag for me?



marry
▶ verb [marry, marrying,
married]
To participate in a ceremony to make someone your
husband or wife, e.g. Who do you want to marry? I want to
marry a prince.

merry
▶ adjective
 Jolly, fun and festive, e.g. Holi is a very merry time! Merry Christmas!
sorry
▶ adjective
 To express regret or remorse, e.g. I am sorry I stepped on your toes!
worry
▶ verb [worry, worrying, worried]
 To be trouble or concerned about something, e.g. Don't worry about the test, you'll do well!
country
▶ noun
1. The territory or land of the nation, e.g. I
love my country; Which country are you
from?
2. Rural; the countryside; farmland, e.g. I
like living in the country more than the city.
easy
▶ adjective
 Not difficult, e.g. It is easy to learn
typing!
city (plural 'cities')
▶ noun
 A place where many people live,
urban, opposite of country, e.g. Delhi is
a city, Vrindavan is a town; Which cities
have you visited?
busy
▶ adjective
 Having a lot to do, e.g. My mother is
always busy with housework! At exam
time, we are all busy studying.

naughty
▶adjective
 Badly behaved, mischievous, e.g. The
children at my school are very naughty!
Krishna is very naughty.

jaunty
▶ adjective
 Stylish and confident, e.g. He has a jaunty
walk.
thirty
▶ noun / adjective

The number in between 29 and 31, e.g. I ate 30 puris yesterday!
duty
▶ noun

An action or actions one must do, e.g. Arjuna was told by Sri Krishna to fulfil his duty and
fight in the battle of Kurukshetra; It is my duty to shut the windows every day.
cosy
▶ Adjective

Warm and comfortable, e.g. I am cosy
in my bed!

